Abstract-Nowadays, friend recommendation is one of the most popular applications for online social network, but it is often difficult to find truly useful information by using this function. The inaccurate friend recommendation results largely block the online social interaction among micro-blog users. Thus, in this paper, we propose to combine the user's interest and the user's location together. By recommending surrounding users who have similar interest to each other, micro-blog users are provided an effective way of interacting with surrounding people that they may want to know. Simulation results demonstrate the advantage of our proposed algorithms compared with the traditional friend recommendation approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Micro-blogging systems, especially Twitter and Weibo, have become extremely popular nowadays. For example, Twitter has more than 140 million active users and over 340 million messages posted per day [1] . Weibo has also accumulated over 300 million users and more than 1,000 Chinese tweets are being posted per second [2] . As an essential factor for users to find truly useful information in microblogging systems with huge resources, friend recommendation has drawn much research efforts. However, previous works on friend recommendation seldom consider user interest feature in friend finding. Zuo et al. [3] found that people with similar characteristics are more likely to form ties with each other. The authors in [4] also demonstrated that the contact between similar people occurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people. Therefore, we believe searching for interest match people can enhance both the user' online and offline social interactions.
In this paper, we propose a location based friend recommendation method to recommend surrounding people with similar interest to each other. Our method consists of two main parts. Firstly, we generate the user interest vector to mine the user's interest from tweet contents. Then, we try to measure users' interest similarity with multiple interest topics under a binary cube structure. Matched users are ranked according to their topic distance in the binary cube. Experimental results prove that our algorithms achieve high performance in interest match.
II. CONSTRUCT USER INTEREST MODEL
The match of users' interest is an intuitively important feature. When recommending a user to another user, two users with similar interest are more likely to talk to each other. To calculate the match, the largest challenge is to generate the user interest model on micro-blogging systems, which differs from traditional user interest models because contents in the tweets are short, contain a wide variety of topics, as well as even noisy. Based on the previous studies, topic modeling clustering algorithm like LDA [5] is usually used to predict the topic distribution of a document. In the standard LDA, a document contains a mixture of topics, represented by a topic distribution, and each word has a hidden topic model. While this is true for long documents, for short micro-blog tweets, a single post is most likely to be about a single topic [6] . To achieve this, we introduce to modify the LDA algorithm to obtain the latent topics from micro-blog tweets contents.
To begin with, we crawl a user's recent tweets from sinaWeibo, which is a twitter like micro-blogging system in China. For a user i, we define Di as the set of recent tweets he posted. In our work, we assume Di is user i's 1,000 most recent tweets. For Di, after word segment by jieba tool(atool used for Chinese word split), we eliminate all the stop words in the posted tweets, only keeping a word if it is identified as a noun. Then, LDA model is used to assign these tweets to 10 predefined topics, which is an empirical value of interest categories. In LDA calculating, a tweet is assigned to multiple topics and its relevance to each topic is represented by p(c|Ti), where c denotes the tweet and Ti is a specific topic .Among all these topics, we let the topic which the maximum value of p(c|Ti)(i=1,2,3…10) indicate its hidden topic. Thus, each tweet is assigned a single topic with a high probability.
Finally, by LDA calculating, each micro-blog user gets atopic vector, which shows his interest degree to each topic. An example of the topic vector is shown below, from which we acquire the user that vector W attached to prefers sports and travel to other interest topics. 
III. BINARY HYPERCUBE MODEL

A. Binary Hypercube Construction
Generally, if there are three or more than three interest topics, we can describe the difference of various users by using a multiple dimensional space. Each topic of the user is represented as a component of the vertex's coordinate in hyper space.
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To achieve high matching performance, we propose a binary cube structure (binary T-space) in this section. The binary hypercube is a special cube in which each topic has a binary value: 0 or1. To construct a binary cube, we should change users' interest vectors into binary vectors at first. The dimensional values in a binary vector are either 0 or 1, where value 1 denotes the corresponding dimensional topic is a key topic, while value 0 represents the direct opposite of value 1. In order to transform interest topic vectors to binary vectors, two steps are taken as follows. First, key topics should be selected from the interest vector. Here the key topics represent the small subset of topics which the user enjoys the most among the ten topics. This is done by transforming component values of the user interest vectors less than a threshold γ to zero and keeping the component values if and only if they are not smaller than γ. Note that the component of the users' topic vector we acquired by the modified LDA calculating in our experiment have two features: 1) Most of the components have values less than0.1; 2) Only a few component values are larger than 0.1. Thus, we let the threshold γ be 0.1 in our simulation. Then, we change the component value of each key topic to1, while letting the values of other topics be 0. In this way, the interest vector is transformed into the binary vector. For instance, W=( 0 ,0.21 , 0.06 , 0.30 , 0.05 , 0.11 , 0.03 , 0.02 , 0.09 ,0.13) is transformed to the binary vector W*= (0, 1, 0, 1, 0,1, 0, 0, 0, 1) by taking these steps.
After mapping binary vectors into the hypercube, a 10-dimensional binary cube is formed. More specifically, at each dimension in the binary cube, users are separated based on whether they have the same interest topics or not. Moreover, users have identical key topics are mapped into the same node in the cube, even though each topic may have many different values. Figure 1 shows a concrete 4-D binary cube constructed based on four different interest topics. In figure 1, we assume a group of users are mapped into a total number of 16 nodes in the cube. Node 0000 represents the set of users who are interested in none of these four topics.
B. Match Detection
We use topic distance to measure interest similarity between two users in the binary T-Space. The topic distance between user i and user j is set to D(ij), which is the hamming distance between users i and j. In figure 1, we assume user Ais the source user. To match interest similarity for user A who mapped to node 0100, we perform the following processes: 1). We rank all the users (except A) that mapped into node0100 to similarity level 1, since these users have the same key topics with user A.
2). Other users are ranked to different similarity levels according to their topic distances to user A. We now consider a new issue of our friend recommendation. It is obvious that there exist some inactive micro-blog users who post messages and update their microblog with a low frequency. For instance, user i does not get used to using micro-blog. He only logs in his micro-blog and posts a tweet once a month. Thus, user interest vectors we generated may not precisely reflect the profile of users. In [7] , the authors depicted a person's interest can impact his friends' interest in the physical world, and vice versa. Work [8] proposed offline friends usually have potential hobbies in common. Therefore, in terms of a more precise friend recommendation, we propose to use offline friendship for more extensive user interest discovery.
Here, we propose the idea of shortcut. Traditionally, in our binary T-space, two users are connected if they differ in one topic. When two users are more than one topic distance away, there will be no direct connection between them. Here, weal low a controlled jump to a micro-blog user that is always more than one topic distance away in the binary cube. Such a controlled jump is called a shortcut. As shown in figure 2, the path from node 0000 to node 0111 is then a shortcut.
FIGURE II. A SHORTCUT IN THE CUBE
Intuitively, given the friend information of a user, we can see that there are two kinds of online follow relations for this user called two-way follow(TR) and one-way follow(OR)respectively. The two-way follow relationship means on one side is the user himself, on the other side is another micro-blog user and both are followers to each other. We investigated the data from 5000 authorized real sina Weibo users from API of sina micro-blogging service, from which we observed:1)Most of the users have a low ratio of two-way follow.
2)The two-way follow relation is basically between real 
